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Monthly
MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
I would describe our club’s
health as good. It is active, growing and
retaining members. These are all important attributes for a healthy club to
have. I also believe it is important for a
healthy club to be able to boast a diverse calendar of activities as well as a
dedicated core group of members. Our
club has both in spades. Finally, while it
would be awesome (if somewhat impractical) to have 100% member participation in our club activities, we have
averaged 58% participation overall.
So far during 2008 your club has
held 8 rides. There have been 54 different members who have participated in
one or more of these functions. Out of
our current 92 members (members current on dues) this equates to the 58%
participation factor I stated earlier. For
all the rides this year, a total of 130 drivers were present. If you take all the club
rides together it would be a total of
2,100 miles. This year MINI5280 has
logged almost 30,000 member miles of
MINI motoring. But we’re not done yet.
Coming up we have MITM in
August and also Yalla Yalla on Sunday,
October 26th (Bronco’s bye week). Plus I
would like to have a Pizza Pie Rallye
tossed into the mix during September
sometime. Add a November turkey ride
and a December ride to Children’s Hospital and we will have held at least one
ride on average each month of the year.
This then would round out a pretty good
year for the club.

It’s not all about rides and
miles of course. For example the Castle 2 Castle 2 Castle ride this month
added the fun of motoring in Colorado’s glorious mountains to siteseeing three different castles. The
clubman roll-out did not have any
miles of motoring and the detailing
day at Detailers Paradise was spent
focused on the care of our little cars.
So club events are not just about racking up miles but more so an opportunity to share some time with other
people that have at least one thing in
common with yourself.
So other than just being a
geek and spouting out numbers and
statistics why would I share this insight
with you? I think it is important for
you to realize that you belong to a
healthy club, an active club and a
growing club. While no one will likely
make every event, we all should try to
attend at least one. Participation is the
key to maintaining the health of your
club. Whether it is joining us as we
tool around some twisties, volunteering at MITM or showing up with an
armful of toys at Children’s Hospital –
each of us should set a goal to participate.
As a member I want a healthy
and active club and to that end my
goals are to participate in as many
club events as practical, renew my
membership annually and get to know
as many of my fellow members as I
can. I also have a couple of goals for
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my tenure as president: At least
one club event each month, more
diverse ride organization, 100%
member retention and a club
newsletter published each month.
So now what I ask from you is that
you provide some feedback. Tell
me what is working, what isn’t and
what could be done to get you
more involved. Give me your suggestions for club rides, events or
socials. Tell me what you would
like to do as a club and how are
we doing at communicating with
you. After all, we all want a
healthy club.
Chuck Maybee
President, MINI5280
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CASTLE TO CASTLE MINI RIDE
It was early, too early for a Saturday, but
time was short and I had lots to do. First I had to
wash the MINI and then do the wheels and trim,
put some new Banana Gloss on her and load up. I
had gotten gas the night before so that was done. It
was 5:00 AM and I only had an hour and a half before my motoring partner for the day would arrive.
We were to depart to explore a few colorful Colorado castles and some new roads..
I was just wiping off the wheels
when Shelly drove up – 10 minutes
late (luckily) but then again I gave her
the wrong directions to my house. We
were ready for some castles, twisties
and a day of fun in the sun so off we went. The
meeting time was 7:00 AM in Castle Pines (the irony
so early was totally lost). We coffee’d up and waited
for the rest of the Denver contingent to arrive. By
7:30 it was a go and eight MINIs headed to the
Springs to find our guide for the day and our other
southern MINI brethren.
Mike Gleason posted this ride and mapped it
out. Turns out his timetable was impeccable and
routing superb. First stop the luxurious Glen Eyrie
Castle near Garden of the Gods. By the
time we arrived we were seventeen
strong – descending on the castle grounds
under the gaze of unsuspecting guests –
we took the parking lot by storm. Our host
at the castle enlightens us to the biography of General Palmer who constructed
the castle for his beloved wife. She thrilled
us with tales of General Palmer’s inventions and his continuing legacy to Colorado Springs and the entire State. Some
shots of the castle rooms and then back to
the lot for a traffic blocking exercise involving the MINIs, a narrow lane, photo opportunity
and other exiting guests.
We head south through the Garden of the
Gods and back on to I-25 to Colorado City. After a
brief respite at the local rest stop and a few nice

miles of foothills twisties we arrived at Bishop’s
Castle near the populist of Beulah. The first impression of the castle was of wonder. It was unlike
any place I have seen before
and it looked exactly like Sleeping Beauty’s castle – if you
were on drugs and all physical
laws of nature had been suspended. Mr. Bishop has spent
the last
37 years
constructing
his castle
and
based on
the
manifestos found on various signs about the property,
plans to use it to as the throne of his kingdom
when the government is overthrown (by his hand
or others I wasn’t quite clear). As an engineer who
is well grounded in the properties of concrete, I
can safely say this castle is by no means safe. Concrete as you may know is very strong under compression and is just crap under tension. This
means that it can support the weight of an entire
building but it can’t be used to lift anything. Apparently Mr. Bishop is a little
generous on the properties of concrete
as evidence by the unsupported 80 ft
tower with the 15 ft spire. Undeterred by
laws of physics and sound structural
judgments, several MINI5280 members
were seen topping the structure with
total disregard for life and limb. The view
was awesome.
Back on the road now heading
west and then north the MINI5280 contingent drove spiritedly through back roads unencumbered by local law enforcement. As a testimony to the timing accuracy that Mike provided;
after only a few minutes at our rest stop in Florence, Teena and Rich Craighill were able to find us
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and join in for the final castle of the
day. A quick jaunt up to the Springs
and then on up to Woodland we arrived at the Burg Mary Castle. Smoking clutches and thrown transmission codes aside, the view from the
castle was fabulous as was the photo
opportunity. As poorly constructed
as Bishops Castle was, Burg Mary
Castle was a study in proper construction practices. Sound walls, well constructed
rooms and excellent symmetry
greeted us as
warmly as Mr.
Herman Beeh
and his lovely
wife Mary. The
entire neighborhood helped Herman host his new
MINI friends and a shindig ensued complete with bagpipes from a local musician. Food and drink were offered as the sun sank in the west and more than one
future MINI owner was
birthed I’m sure.
Finally a close
was drawn and the
parting, though long
and nearly tearful, was
made with the Springs
contingent heading east
and the Denverites
north. One last bit of
spirited twisties up
through Deckers and
for some, a concluding
meal at Zokia’s before
the last mad-dash to
town and home. I clocked 283 miles in total and just
over 14 hours of time since my poor, now bug splattered MINI was last clean.

No I didn’t wash it when I
got home, gee wiz what do
you think I am, obsessive? It
kept nicely till 6:00am the
next morning thank you
very much.
A big MINI5280
thanks to Mike Gleason for a
great ride and itinerary, to
Mike’s son for helping us get
into Glen Eyrie, Mr. Bishop
for being a wacko with a dream and a penchant for
public displays of construction and of course to our
new friends Herman & Mary Beeh for opening their
lovely home to a bunch of MINIs.
Article by: Chuck Maybee
Photos by: Bryan Crow, Don Suiter

Neuschwanstein Castle, located in Southern Bavaria,
Germany is the most photographed castle and served
as an inspiration for the
Sleeping Beauty Castle in
Disneyworld.
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THE PREZ PAYS UP
As promised your president has fulfilled his
obligation of a full detail to the winner of the Summer
Solstice Ride
for
2008.
Jacob’s pirate
MINI
received the
salon treatment
for
selection of
“M is for
MINI” ride
by the club
st
for our dive of choice on June 21 . The 16 hour detailing session was a perfect way to spend a weekend so
who, I ask, was the real winner?
Jacob dropped off his MINI on Friday after
work. First task was to get the paint clean, get the
brake dust off the wheels and clean that engine bay.
Using a combination of Dawn soap and P21S Total
Auto Wash, the MINI was washed until it was squeaky
clean. The engine bay was hosed down and degreased
and the wheels were treated with wheel cleaner to
facilitate the release of the dust. Next – in to the garage.
Out
of the sun a
combination
of clay and
Glide was
used
to
smooth out
the
finish
and remove
all the blemishes and MINI acne from the paint. The wheels and
glass were clayed as well. One thing to note; the pirate
MINI is a PW/B so it shows all the goo picked up along
the roads and in the parking lot. Using clay it is easy to
remove these dirt spots along with water spots on the
stripes and glass. Once the paint is smooth and spots
removed, it is on to the polish phase.
Part one of this stage is to protect the trim.
Polish is a real tough thing to get off of plastic trim after a polisher has worked it into all the pores, so a
quick pass with Black WOW will help keep the trim

from staining.
Actually
any
trim
dressing
will work to get
the polish out,
but Black WOW
has the added
benefits of being long lasting
and renewing.
Step two is taping those areas you don’t want the polish to go. Since
this MINI is a tin top that means taping the seams of the
sun roof as well as badges, graphics, edges of the clear
bra and stripes. Taping is something I rarely do, but it is
worth the effort on the front end to avoid excessive
clean-up on the back end. Next I spent a considerable
about of time with Swirl and a white pad working the
boot area (most prone to swirls) and the bonnet (most
visible swirl area) as well as the Jet Black top. PW is not
as rewarding to polish since it hides swirls well, but the
Jet Black is another story. The A pillars, mirror caps and
roof give a lot of satisfaction from the polishing effort.
After the Swirl stage it was on to the final exterior steps – Amigo and Epic. Think of Amigo as a final
cleaning and prep stage. It is designed to hide any remaining swirls while laying down the perfect bonding
chemical for Epic. You should note that after Amigo your
finish is about as good as it will get. If you still have
swirls or places not perfect, do them over since Epic will
not improve upon the current status. A full coats of Epic
was applied and then let sit while I moved on to the engine.
I used Black WOW on all the plastic bits around
the wheel well and various plastic covers. For the hoses I
choose to use 303 Aerospace Protectant since you apply
it with a spray and it makes the rubber parts nice and
black. Brushes, Q-tips and a lot of rags are needed to
really spiff the engine and make it bonnet-open enjoyable. Toss in some Epic on the painted bits after getting
the dreaded Cosmoline seepage off and life is good.
Funny thing about Jacob’s MINI is that when you open
the bonnet, there is this big finny thing sitting on top of
the engine. Mine doesn’t have this thing so there is
more to shine (plus his has a hole in the bonnet whereas
I received the entire, unadulterated bonnet).
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Still the Epic cured as I moved to the inside. Vacuuming and using Nero on all the vinyl the interior really
started to look good. I finished by first cleaning the leather
with Four-Star and then feeding it with Nourish which gave
a good, healthy look to the dead cows.. I went a head and
put some Epic on the painted dash pieces, the door trim
and the jams. Four things left.
First apply some Wheel Amour to the wheels; next
wipe the Epic off the paint (comes off like icing from a
cake). Finally dress the tires with Wizard Black Renew. The
last thing was the glass. I had previously polished all the
glass with Swirl and then topped with Epic so the out side
was done, but the inside still needed a little work. Breaking
out the Clarity and a DP glass cloth was the ticket to clean,
streak free glass. And since Clarity is safe for tinted glass, I
knew there would be no problems with the dark shades
the pirate MINI wears.
All told it was 16 hours from Friday evening to late
Saturday night with a little touch-up work on Sunday
morning. It was great fun and very relaxing. I also enjoyed
delivering the finished product back to Jacob and Christine. BTW, that MINI is fast – must have something to do
with that thing on top of the engine and the hole in the
bonnet. Congratulations Jacob; thanks for the club ride
and your participation in MINI5280. Also, a big thanks to
Heather at Detailers Paradise for supplying some of the
fantastic Prima products used during this detailing session.
If you want the best - skip the rest and choose Prima and
Detailers Paradise (www.detailersparadice.com).
Article & photos by: Chuck Maybee
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NEWSCHANNEL 13 Confirms PPIR Set To Re-Open
FOUNTAIN - NEWSCHANNEL 13 has confirmed that Pikes Peak International Raceway will soon re-open.
A person close to P.P.I.R. tells NEWSCHANNEL 13 the track is set to
re-open but would not comment any further. On the P.P.I.R. website, a
banner below the logo states: "The Track is Back."
Fountain City Manager Scott Trainor tells NEWSCHANNEL 13 he
will not comment on the track's future until learning more about the
deal. He did comment on the idea of re-opening the track in a statement
sent to NEWSCHANNEL 13.
The re-opening of PPIR would be very positive - not just for us but for
the region as a whole. The City of Fountain , of course, welcomes any
opportunity to work with the new owners as they strive to bring back a
quality facility to the Pikes Peak Region. While the specific plans for
the property may still be in the works, the facility has our support and
we look forward to working with them."
NEWSCHANNEL 13 also contacted the International Speedway Corporation (I.S.C.) the company that bought the track and then closed it in
2005. I.S.C. Motorsports did not return calls made by NEWSCHANNEL 13.
Organizations that used to race at Pikes Peak International Raceway
were also contacted but no one knew of any plans to re-open.
The media contact for the P.P.I.R. website says more information will
be available by next week.
NEWSCHANNEL 13 will continue to follow this story as it unfolds.
Stay tuned…………….
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MINI CAPTION CONTEST
???????????

If you have an creative caption for the above photo,
please submit to info@MINI5280.org
If you have the winning caption, it will be published in
the next newsletter and you will receive MINI5280
swag for your effort!

INTERESTING LINKS
http://editorial.autos.msn.com/listarticle.aspx?cp-documentid=510924&topart=luxury
http://washingtontimes.com/news/2008/jul/18/mini-john-cooper-works-works-in-two-worlds/
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Enclosed with this newsletter is a registration form for the Magical Mini
Mystery Tour September 5-7, 2008

.

MINI5280 Member News
Mike Gleason “interfoolest” wanted to
share with our readers a photo of the
latest addition to the Gleason family.
Her name is Kate and she was born
June 9. Mommy Molly and Kate are doing well. This makes grandchild number
three For Mike and Sarah.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Custom MINI Shift Knobs

If you have any items for our classified section please
email a description, price and photo(s) to:

2002-2006 Mini Cooper Shift Knobs. $40.00 Shipped.
Custom made from pool balls. Locks on with a dowel pin
and set screws, will not spin.

Newsletter@MINI5280.org

e-mail me at bryansusanw@hotmail.com

If you have an idea for a ride, function, event, gettogether or meeting place let us know at:
info@MINI5280.org
You could receive MINI5280 swag for your effort!

MINI5280 Swag
You know, you’d look great in a shirt
with MINI5280 on it! If you were
wondering how you can show pride
in your club with cool MINI5280 apparel check out www,cafepress.com
and do a search for MINI5280
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DUE TO MINIS IN THE MOUNTAINS THERE WILL BE
NO REGULAR MINI5280 MONTHLY MEETING IN
AUGUST

Message from the MINI5280 Treasurer
There are 89 members with “current” dues (paid up as of 7/21/08)
There are 100 members with “expired dues, i.e. dues have not
been paid in a year or more (as of 721/08)
There are 51 members who have never paid dues, but continue to
receive e-mail and MINI5280 information
The club’s bank account remains solvent due to the recent payment
of dues by many members
If you are in the latter two categories, please renew by visiting the
MINI5280 website at:
http://www.mini5280.com/html/membership.html
You can submit your $27 dues either using PayPal or sending to:
Treasurer MINI5280
7931 S Broadway #221
Littleton, CO 80122
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Calendar of Events
Here are the upcoming MINI5280 events as well as events from other clubs and organizations. For more details on all events visit the MINI5280 Calendar on NAM. Make sure to
check the calendar often because you never know when something may be added!

August 1 - 2

Microcar 2008 Nationals, Heritage Square, Golden, CO

August 1 - 3

MINI Takes the States, Los Angeles, CA

August 6 –10

MINIs in the Mountains 3, Copper Mountain

September 5-7

Magical MINI Mystery Tour, San Francisco

September 13 – 14
October 26

Colorado English Motoring Conclave, Arvada, Colorado
Yalla Yalla

MINI5280 Monthly Staff
Ingrid Fleming
Chief Editor

Chuck Maybee
Co-Editor and Contributor

Rick Gonzales
Brian Crow
Mike Gleason
Don Suiter
Contributors
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